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Abstraet 

Response style advocates have suggested that personality 

in.entory sca1es may profitably be constructed solely on the 

basis of such itemmetric considerations as social desirabi1ity 

ratings, endorsement frequencies, and keying direction. For a 

saq,le of college freshmen women, Hase and Goldberg (1967) used 

a linear combination of 11 such ePI seales to predlct 13 diverse 

criteria; the 11 sty1istic scales were found to be no more valid 

than scales composed of items selected and keyed randomly. In 

the present study, further analyses of these data indicated 

that the predictive validity of more traditionally constructed 

CPI scales was not generally enhanced by using 40y of 13 stylistic 

scales as suppressor or moderator variables. When considered in 

conjunction with Dicken's (1963) study showing that three of 

these same stylistlc scales falled to improve prediction when 

used as potential suppressor variables, the results indicate 

that stylistic scales have yet to demonstrate any practical 

utility. 
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Tbe response style controversy may be said to have arisen from 

a coamendable desire to make achievement examinations in college 

courses as falr as possible (Cronbach, 1941, 1942). From this simple 

beginning, it has moved to such an esoteric 1evel that the import of 

the present arguments is often hard to diseern. No one would deny 

the possibility that the controversy may ultimately contribute to 

tbe construction of better inventories, especially if 1t is further 

stipulated that the contribution may be "indirect." But, after more 

tban a quarter century of response sty1e research, it is reasonable 

to ask wbat has come of it a11. 

If notbing else, the concern with response sets and sty1es has 

produced scale construction methodologies which would not like1y 

have been suggeated on other grounds. Specifically, it has been argued 

tbat seales to measure response aets and styles mey be constructed on 

the buis of social desirabili ty rat ings, endorsement frequencies, 

and/or keyiDg direction. without explicit regard for item content 

(e.g.,.1IiUi_, 1962a,b). Such scales have bt.en videly used in research 

studie., vhere tbey serve as "arker variables" in factor analyses 

ancl are usad to estiMte propozotions of variance "attributable" to 
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various response sets and styles. Since scales of this kind have 

now been in use for aore than ten yeara ~ it seems reasonable to ask 

whether--in addition to their research applications--they have any 

practica! utility for applied prediction problema. 

While the results of a number of studies have some bearing on 

this question, surprisingly few investigators bave considered it in 

tbis formo Of tbose who have done so, tbe two wbo have confronted 

it most directly (Dicken, 1963; Hase & Go1dberg, 1967) have cbosen 

the California Psych010gical Inventory (Gougb, 1957) for their re

search. The present study, which also usea the CPI, is a logieal 

extension of these two earlier studies. 

The Construction of Stylistic Scales tor the CPI 

The CPI was created witb the aim of devising "brief ~ accur.rte 

and depeDdab1e subscales for the identification and measurement •.• 

[of) ••• cbaracteristics of persona1ity wbich have a wide and perva

sive app1icabi1ity to human behavior ••• " (Gough, 1957). Its items 

were written and selacted on the hasis of cóntent considerations to 

meaBare traits which wou1d be characterJatic of normal individuals, 

and thus the test ia presumably applicable to the col1ege atudent 

suples which are typica1ly used In researcb studies. Of the 18 

standard CPI scales, 11 vera constructed using SOlDe variánt of tbe 

empirical group-discriJIiDative strategy, four"were COIlstructed by 

the rational 8trategy JIOdified by intemal consistency anal)' ... t 

and three are styliatic seal .. , wbicb vU1 be deácr1becl below. 
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Next to the MMPI, the CPI has been the prime target of studies 

by response style advocates. In their landmark review, Jackson & 

Messick (1958) stated: "In the light of accumulating evidence it 

seems likely that the major common factors in persona1ity inventor

ies of the true-false or agree-disagree tyPe, such as the HMPI and 

the California Psycho1ogical Inventory, are interpretable primarily 

in terma of style rather than specific item content (p. 247)." 

Jackson (1960), addressing himse1f specifically to the CPI. con

cluded that (!.) "acquiescence is a major souree of variance in the 

CPI" and (~) "the tendency to raspond consistently in a socia11y 

desirable or undesirab1e direction is also.an important response 

determinant in the CPI" (pp. 345-346). These conc1usions were sub

sequent1y questioned by others (e.g., Block, 1965; Rorar, 1965), 

but they have been reaffirmed by Jackson (1967), in spite of the 

fact that he has apparently renounced the methodology by which the 

original data were obtained. 

Fortunately, the accuracy of these conclusions ís not at issue 

here. What is pertinent is that they have 1ed to the construction 

of CPI scales (which presumably meas'ure various response sets and 

styles) so1e1y on the basis of considerations of social desirability 

ratings, endorsement frequencies, and/or keying direction. The most 

comprebensive set was constructed by Lovell (1964), who systematical-

1y divided the entire CPI ítem pool into nine categories on the 

bah of item endorsement frequency and i tem social desirability 



ratings. as indicated in Tab1e 1. A1l of the items in Love11 's nine 

sca1es are keyed in the True dírection. Of particular interest are 

Insert Tab1e 1 about here 

!!!!, which was construeted aecording to the same rationa1e as tbe Rb 

(Wiggins, 1962a),~ (Han1ey, 1957), and .El! (Jac)cson & Hessiek, 1961) 

scales of tbe KMPI; and PH3, wbose rationa1e is similar to that of tbe 

KMPI L scale and the Kar1owe-Crowne Social desirabi1ity sea1e (Crowne 

, Har1owe. 1960). 

Dieken (1963) constructed two sty1istie scales by se1eeting 16 

desirab1e and 16 undesirab1e CPI items of medium endorseaent frequency. 

When the former 16 are keyed True and the 1atter 16 are keyed False t 

the seale is purportedly a measure of desirability responding (~). 

When all of tbe i tema are keyed True t tbe seale is purportedly a 

measure of acquieseenee (Aeq). Moreover. tbe standard set of 18 

CPI sca1es ine1udes one, the Communa1ity (Cm) sea1e, which is com

posed of itema with extreme endorsement trequencies; its construe-

tion, rationa!e, and interpretation are ana1ogous to tbe MMPI !:. 

seale, though it is keyed in the opposite (1.e., popular) direction. 

Fina1ly, the lS.standard CPI seales !Delude two scales wbich, 

tbough not eonstrueted sole1y on the basis of such itemmetric con

siderations as tbose just described, vere developed by Gough cis poten

tial _sures of biasing response .ets. Tbe Sense o.f well-beiD¡ (~) 

seale contains itema that diseriainated betweeD bospitaUzed neurot1c 
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patients and experimental subjects who were asked to answer the 

items as if they were suffering from severe internal conf1icts and 

preoccupations. The Good impression (Gi) scale is composed of 

items which discriminated between the responses of subjects when 

they took the test under normal testing conditions and when they 

took it under instructions to present the best possible portrait 

of themselves. 

The Potential Uses of "Stylistic" Scales in Psychological Prediction 

In their study of the comparative validity of different strate

gies of inventory scale construction~ Hase & Goldberg (1967) uti

lized (a) the 11 standard CPI sca1es which vere constructed by the 

empirical group-discriminative strategy~ (~) 11 new factor ana1yti

cally constructed CPI scales, (~) 11 new rational CPI scales (whose 

items were selected purely on intuitive grounds), (~) 11 new theore

tieal CPI scales (whose items were selected intuitively to be re

lated to each of eleven of the Murray needs), (e) 11 "stylistic" 

ePI scales (Lovellts 9 scales described above, plus Dicken's ~ and 

Gougb's Cm), and (f) 11 scales whose items were selected and keyed 

randomly. For eacb of the sets of 11 scales t multiple regression 

procedures were used in a douhle cross-validation design,with a sample 

of approxiately 200 college women, to predict each of 13 criteria: 

..an peer ratings on the traits of dominance, sociability, responsi

bility, psyehological-mindedness, and femininity; a peer rating of 

how well 'the au.bject vas known; her average number of dates per month; 
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an index of sorority membership; an experimental measure of confor

rnity; college GPA; college achievement relative to ability; college 

major; and college dropout. Results indicated that the empirical~ 

factor-analytic, rational, and theoretical strategies of scale eon

struction did not differ from one another in overall validity, but 

that all four were significantly more valid than eitber the stylistic 

or random seales. which in turn did not differ signifieantly from 

eaeh otber. !he bypothesis that stylistie scales might be use fuI 

predictors of nontest behaviors tbus reeeived no support in this 

study. 

Even tf sueb sca!es are not tbemselves valid predictors of non

test eriteria, it does not neeessarily follow tbat tb~ are use1ess. 

Indeed, in bis pioneering papera Cronbacb (1941, 1942, 1946, 1950) 

argued that sty1istic variance contributed only to error, and tbat 

tbe problem vas to get rid of it. tf so, then acales which measure 

sueh variance might vell serve as suppressor variables (Darliftgton. 

1968; Lubin, 1957 ~ HcNemar. 1945) if ineluded along vitb "COD'tent" 

scales in multiple regression equations. Tbis hypothesiS has beeD 

tested by Dieken (1963). Dicken used bis own !! aud !S. seaIes 

along wi th Gough f s ~ seale as poesible suppreasOl'S for 1:be Na8i1l

ing CPI scales in predicting nine trait ratiDls foro Six"8aaples, 

two of which vere among Gough· s bigb achool cross-v.alidatiOll Cá8e8 

ud four of which veN !PAR asaeanent Nllpl.s. J)ickeD (1963) Cáia

pared the corre1ations betveen tbe .t .. "h .... d CPI acalea ancl 'the 
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criteria with the multiple correlations obtained when the stylistie 

scales were combined with each of the standard ePI scales to pre

dict the eriteria. Dicken (1963) reported his results as follows: 

"Suppression of desirability resulted in signifieant predie-

tive gain in only 4 of 24 eomparisons in the high sehool data. In 

the non-high sehool data, only 2 o~ 36 comparisons show a signifi-

cant suppression effeet, a ~esult attributable to chance. There is 

no instanee in the grand total of 50 comparisons of a large gain in 

validity by suppressing desirability ••• The expectation that eorrec-

ting p~rsonality seores for individual differences in desirability 

recponding will inerease validity is not fulfilled. There were no 

instances of significant gain in validity by suppression of acquies-

cence,varianco [p. 712J." 
I 

The hypothesis that these three stylistic scales might be useful in 

suppressing error variance in the standard ePI scales thus received 

no suppo~t from Dicken's stu~y. 

Howv'er, there remains a third way in which stylistic scales 

eould preve to be useful, namely if they serve as moderator variables 

(Saunders. 1956). If the validity of a standard seale varies as a linear 

funetion of the scere a subjeet receives on a seale designed to 

measure some form of response bias, then the latter scale can be 

said to moderate the relationship between the original sea le and the 

eriterion. '" It i6 possible, for example, tbat the traditional CPI 

seales predict well fer subjects who respond bonestly and who do not 
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have strong styliatic tendencies, but that tbis validity ia attenu

ated for subjects who adopt a set in responding or who respond on 

the basis of soma stylistic tendency. Tbe present study was designad 

to test this hypothesis, as vell as to replicate and extend the 

findings of Dicken (l963). Thirtecn "stylistic" ePI scales "ere 
studied, in an attempt to ascertain the usefulness of such scales 

as potential auppresaor or moderator variables in applied prediction 

problema. 

Hethod 

The larger population from which the subjects in this study 

vere drawn consisted of all freshman women who were residents of one 

do:nnitory at the University of Oregon (Goldberg t Rorer, 1966; Hase 

& Goldberg, 1967). Subjects vere paid to participate in a six-week 

program of psycbologica1 assessment, and testing sessions of approxi

mate1y one hour in duratlon were beld on the same evening each week. 

In addition to the monetary reward for participation in the study, 

motivation was further enbanced by tbe pretil se of feedback on the 

resulta of the psychological tests administered. The analyses in 

the present study were based on tbose 152 suhjects iro. tbe Hase 

and Go1dberg (1967) study for whOll al! of the criterion measures were 

available. 

From the Hase & Goldberg (1967) study, the single CPI scale 

whicb had tbe higbest COlT8latiOll v1tb eaeh ofthe 13 criteria vas . 

se1ected far use in the preserrt study. :Tbeáe CPI aCales. l!Hect a1cmg 
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with each of tbe 13 criteria, are presented in Table 2. Thirteen 

"stylistic" scales (Gough's Cm, Gi, and Wb; DicJcen's SD; and 

Insert Table 2 about here 

Lovell's 9 PM acales) were studied as potential suppressors or 

moderators of the relationship between each criterion and its 

corresponding ePI predictor scale. 

To discover whether stylistic scalea function as suppressor 

variables, the correlation between each criterion and its CPI pre-

dictor <~) was compared with the average cross-validated multiple 

correlation Obtained when the predictor and one stylistic scale 

were included in a multiple regression analysis (!); tbe total sample 

of 152 subjects was divided randomly into two equal subsamples, and 

a double cross-validation procedure was used to obtain the average 

multiple R. This general procedure, which involved computin~ a 

pair of regression functions (one in each subsample) and cross-vali-

dating each·function in the other sample, was repeated using each of 

the 13 stylistic scales, and each of the 13 criteria, in turn (i.e., 

169 pairs of regression analyses, each analysis involving two ePI 

scales--a predictor scale plus a stylistic scale--and on. criterion). 

For each of these 338 analyses, the function of the stylistic scale 

in the regression equation waa ascertained. 

fo discover whether stylistic scales function as moderator 

variables, tbe average cross-validities obtained from Saunders' 

(1956) 1IOderated DIlltiple regression analyses <Rm) were COIIIpared 
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with the average cross-validated multiple correlations (R) just 

described. In these moderator analyses, tbe predictor sca1e (X), 

the stylistic seale (y), and their product (! . !) were included 

in each multiple regression analysis, and the resulting three-

variable regression function was eross-validated in a manner iden-

t ieal to that already presented. 

Finally, in order to discover whetber some combination of 

stylistic scales might improve predietion over a~ ooe scale alone, 

all 13 stylistic scales were used simultaneously in another series 

of moderated multiple regression analyses. In these analyses, one 

predictor seale, tbe 13 stylistic ~,ales, and tbe 13 cross-product 

terms (i.e., 27 variables in all) were used in a stepwise regression 

analysis. BMD02R (Dixon, 1967), to predict each criterion, separa'tely in 

each subsa1l¡)1e. The terma which were selected and retained in the stepwise 

analys •• were comparad acres s the two subsamples. 

Resulta 

Table 3 .ummarizes tbe flndlngs focusad on the bypothasis that 

stylistie scales function as suppressor variables. Tbe firat row in 

lnsert Table 3 about bere 

Table 3 presents the correlations (N 11 152) betweeD eaeh cr1.tel'ion -
and its corresponding CPI predictor .cale (1 •••• the c~latiODl 

listad. in the last column of Table 2). The valuea PNMnted in the' 

body of Tabla 3 are the avera,e croaa-vll1c1tted aultipl. OOl'NlattoDe 

obtained wh.n a CPI predictor seaJ.. and OH .tyllltic scaJ.e .... I'Iotb 
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inc1uded in the regression equation. To the extent to which the 

correlations in the body of the tab1e are higher than those listed in 

the top row. the sty1istic scales are improving the predictlons in 

sorne manner. 

In on1y 48 (28%) of the 169 possib1e comparisons (13 criteria 

x 13 stylistic scales) did the addition of a stylistic sca1e as a second 

variable 1ead to any increase in the correlation. That ls, in 72% of 

the cases, the addition of a stylistic scale resu1ted either in no 

difference, or e1se in a numerical decrease, in validity, when compared 

to the results obtained using one CPI predictor alone. Moreover, as 

the last column of Table 3 indicates, none of the 13 stylistic scales 

served to improve the average validity across all criteria. It is hard 

to see how even the most enthusiastic advocate could interpret these 

findings as indicating support of the hypothesis that stylistic scales 

are potentia11y useful as suppressor variables. 

For each of the 338 analyses, the function of the stylistic 

scale in the regression equation was classified as serving one of 

the fo11owing three roles: 

r 
(1) Predictor: Irxyl < ...I! 

-r xz 
r 

(2) Positive Suppressor: r >~ 
xy r xz 

r 
(3) Negative Suppressor: -r > -I! 

xy r xz 
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where X = the ePI predictor sca1e, Y = the sty1istic scale, Z = 
the criterion, and the variables have been reflected, if necessary, 

so that l' and r are positive. The first two functions fo~ow 
xz yz 

direetly from the traditional definition of a suppressor variable 

(e.g., Darlington, 1968; Equation 9; page 164). The inelusion of 

tbe third funetion permits a variable whieh has a large negative 

eorrelation with the primary predictor (and a small positive eorre-

lation with the criterion) to be classified as a (negative) suppres-

sor, sinee the eontribution of sueh a variable to the regression 

function--like that of the traditional (positive) suppressor--stems 

sole1y from its large eorre1ation with the primary predictor (Lubin, 1951). 

Of the 169 pairs of regression analyses, in 66 (39\) the 

stylistic scale funetioned as a direet predictor in both samples, 

in 13 (43\) as a predietor in one sample and a suppressor in the 

other, and in only 30 (18\) as a suppressor (either positive 01' 

negative) in both samples. These latter cases are indicated by 

asterisJes in Table 3. Of these 30 instánces of suppressor effects, 

only ~lf (the circled values in Table 3) were numerical1y bigbar 

than the single seale eorrelations, and only one (Dicken's ~ scale 

used in eonnection with the rationally-construeted Ach scale to pre-

diet GPA) showed any substantial increMntal validity ovar the pre-
S 

dietor alone. Jf tbe more eOllllllOn definition of (posi-tive) suppresSO!' 

had been uSed, then in.only 15 (9\) of tbe 1~9·pairs of regreaaiOD 

functions was there a suppressor effect in both 8U~les. ThwI, 

J (. ni 
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the present findings strongly confirm those of Dicken (1963), indi-

cating that stylistic seales do not generally serve to suppress error 

varianee from other CPI seales. 

Table 4 summarizes the findings foeused upon the hypothesis 

that stylistie seales funetion as moderator variables. The values 

Insert Table 4 about here 

in the body of the table are the average eross-validities f.rom the 

moderated multiple regression analyses <Saunders, 1956), based upon 

regression funetions whieh ineluded a predietor, a stylistie seale, 

and a (predietor x stylistie seale) eross-produet termo The last 

eolumn of Table 4 lists the average of the eross-validities fram the 

moderator analyses aeross all 13 eriteria. To the extent that these 

values are higher tban the eorresponding values from the standard 

two-scale regression funetions (the last eolumn in Table 3). the 

stylistie seale was functioning as a general moderator of CPI scale 

vs. eriterion relationships. A eomparison of these two sets of 

values reveals tbat none of the 13 stylistie seales served su eh a 

general funetion. 

Of the 169 possible eomparisons between Tables 3 and 4, in only 

40 (24t) was there a numerically larger eross-validity favoring the 

moderated multiple regression funetions over the standard two-scale 

functions; thes.e values are indieated by 8Sterisks in Table 4. The 

first row of Table 4 lists the highest eross-validated multiple 

correlations of tbe 13 standard two-scale regression analyses for 
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each criterion (from Table 3). Seven (4\) of the values from the 

moderated JIIlltiple regreaaion analyses vera nwuerically larger tban 

the values from tbe standard regression analyses 11 and these llOdera-

Wbile tbe incremental validities of these seven moderator 

effecta over tbose from the standard regression analyses are not 

large, they indicate those relationshipa mer1ting SOlDe ñlrther 

study. Consequently, for eaeh of these 8eV'en potential moderator 

effeets, thé scores on the appropriate stylist1c seale frota subjects 

in eaeb subsample were rank-ordered, and tbe subjects were tben 

divided into high (!. = 25), lledium (! == 26) and 1011 (! = 25) groups 

on tbe basis :of tbeir sty11stic acale acores. Within eaeh of tbe 

three groups (and eaeh of the two subaaaples), c~lations were 

computad between tbe CPI predietor scale and the criterion; t'hese 

correlations are presented in Table s. Hote that,. in general t the 

Insert Table 5 about bere 
..... _._---_._-----------

pattet'ft 01 correlations va. .Wl.ar a~. tite 'No sube .,1 •• t 

though the differences between the correlations within any ene 

subs~le were not statistically aignificant: for graupa of tbis 

amall aize: when allowanee ia lIade Eor tbe maatber of tU'ta l'UD. 

Wben one considera tbe iJurtability of 8JCIera~ 8ffecta fcad 

in previous nudies (e_a-, BroIm, 1966), tu ·feW poteatial 1IICMteN1:0l'8 

suggeated by tbe present iDft"iption !!!! _ repUcated iD 0'IbeI

populationa before tb.ey oan be accepted •. ~ __ thaa 

:~ " ' '~ -,-

~¡.i$r I 
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chance findings. Moreover, even if rep1icated, these moderator effects 

cannot be considered a resu1t of the particular strategy used to con

struct these scales; other types of sca1es might provide an equal (or 

greater) number of such effects. To test this hypothesis, al1 of the 

analyses reported in this paper were repeated with two other sets of 

scales used in place of the 13 stylistic scales: (~) 13 of 

the 28 Multiple Scalogram Analysis CLingoes, 1963) scales, and 

(b) 13 of the 22 random scales, all of which had previously been 

developed for this project (Goldberg & Hase, 1967). 

The MSA scales were selected for this comparison on the grounds 

that they provided the clearest contrast with the stylistic scales; for 

example, in comparison with the latter, the formar were much shorter 

(mean number of items = 5 vs. 32) and more content-homogeneous (mean 

homogeneity for unit length scales = .29 vs •• 04), while both sets 

were roughly comparable in test-retest reliability over a four-week 

period (mean ~ = .79 vs •• 76). The random scales, each of 2S iteme, 

were selected in order to estimate the number of suppressor and modera

tor effects which might be expected to occur by chance alone. The 

iteme in these scales were selected and keyed randomly, so their KR-20 

reliabilities averaged around zero. A comparison among the stylistlc, 

ffSA, ami random scales should tbus serve to clarify the extent to which 

the stylistic strategy of scale construction produces scales with in

creased suppressor and/or moderator potential over control scales which 

are eitber content-hOlDOgeneous (MSA) or l'aIldom. 
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Tbe suppressor eomparisons reveal.ed tbat in 29\ of the 169 pairs 

of two-seale regression funetions involving the MSA scales--and in 19\ 

of the functions iuvolving the random sca1es--the addition of a second 

seale served to improve predietion~ upon cross-validation, over that 

of the original preciictor alone ~ tbe corNspouding proportion for the 

stylistie sea1es was 28\. Consequently~ it is apparent that the sty

listic scales used as second predictors (01' suppressors) did not im

prove prediction ovar tbat of the more content-hoIIlogeneous HSA sca1es ~ 

though both seale sets were slightly more effective in this role than 

were tbe random scales. When the speeific function of the second 

variable in these two-sca1e regression equations vas examined. a simi

lar finding emerged: The stylistic seales functioned as (positive or 

negati ve) suppressors in 18\ of the eases ~ the MSA scales in 16\, and 

the random sca1es in only 9\. 

The moderator analyses, on the other hand t revealed tbat 22% of 

the pairs of moderated regression functions for both the MSA aud the 

random scales produced higher cross-va1idities 1:han did the two-scale 

standard regression functions; sinee the cOl"f'esponding proponion fer 

the stylistic scales (2~') vas approximately the SBe, it is appal'eDt 

tllat nei~ber the stylistic scales nor tbe MSA seales fuDctioned as 

moderator variables at a level aboYe tha't of chance alone. CoDSequent

ly, it now seems safe to conelude tbat 8tylistic scales, E!r.!!.. 40 

not function as general suppressar or aodeztat~ variables I nor 40 tbey 

1:end to pl'Oduce larger effects--nor a l.arger ftUlIber of such effects-

than do otbar types of CPI scalea. 

Ji! !tU 
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On the other hand, it is conceivable that sorne combination of 

stylistic scales might serve to improve prediction (either by a 

suppression or a laoderation effect) over that obtainable from any 

one such scale alone. To test this hypothesis in as comprehensive 

a way as possib1e, the pr~vious design \:as expanded, and each of the 

10 CPI scales was used to predict each of the 13 crítp.ria; that is, 

130 pairs of an~lyscc w~re runo In each of these analyses, ono p~e

dictor, the 13 scylistic scales, and the 13 cross-product terms (í.e., 

27 variables in a11) were initially inc1uded; the stepwise regression 

program, BMD02R (Dixon, 1967), retained on1y those ~erms which contri

buted to prtdiction dt thc .10 level of significaú~e. Thus, in effect, 

a statistical test c~ significance uas run on the incremental contri

b·.ltion o~ each sty1a sca1e ~ingly, in com!>in~tio::l with other style 

scales, and as part of a multiplica~ive moderator terro, for each ePI 

3cale predicting ea eh criterion. The significance level was set at a 

rather. liberal .10, rather than the more conventional .05 or .01, in 

order to decrea~e the probO")ility that <l real moderator would be over

looked bec~use too stringent a level of significance had been used. 

One runs the dang~r ,d th this procedure of including r~ore terros on a 

chance basis, hut that sc~m~d the best strate~ in this sort of initial, 

comprehensive Eoarch. The terms retained in the final regression 

functions derived t.¡ithin each subsample were then compared. The 

resulta of these ~nalyses are reported in detail in Greene (1967) and 

vill on1y be summarized hare. Of the 130 pairs of regression functiOns 
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which were analyzed U.e., each of the ten CPI predictor scales 

paired with each of the 13 criteria), in only five (4t) of the pairs 

was the same cross-product tel'lll retained in both regression functions. 

Moreover, when subjects were divided into three groups on the basis 

of their scores on the stylistic scale involved in each of these five 

replicated effects, in no case was the pattern of cOlTelations in 

DIle subsample the same as that in the other. Furtbermore, tbe result 

was the same when the subjects were divided into three groups on the 

basis of their scores on the predictor scale, and the pattern of corre-

lations on the stylistic scales was examined. Consequently t at 

least for sa1bples of tbe aize used in the preaent stuc!y t tbe use of 
¡ 

a set of 13 stylistic scales appears to result in DO more predictive 

improveaaent than does tbe use of any one sucb acale alone. 
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Discussion 

On the basis of these findings~ plus those of Hase & Go1dberg 

(1967) and Dicken (1963), it seems apparent that stylistic scales 

do not serve to improve prediction for the class of criteria 

utilized in these studies, at least when the inventory is admin

istered under research conditions. Under these conditions, styl!s

tic scales Serve neither as direct predictors, as suppressors of 

the "error variancett in other ePI scales, nor as rnoderators of the 

relationships between traditional scales and these criteria. 

While the sty1istic sca1es employed in the present study carne 

into being because of the belief that response sets and styles 

account for important proportions of the response variance in per

sona1ity inventories, the present study makes ~ assumptions with 

regard to what these sca1es measure. A number of wri ters have 

considered that question elsewhere (e.g., Block, 1965). The 

present 'study focused upon the possible utility of 11 sca1es con

structed sole1y on the basis of such itemmetric considerations as 

social des irabi lit y ratings, endorsament frequencies, and/or keying 

direction; plus two stylistic sca1es (Gi and Wb) constructed on a 

rather d!fferent principIe, namely the empirical discrimination 

between groups ro1e-playing sorne potentially biasing response set 

and groups administered the inventory under standard testing in

structions. The findings from the present study suggest that--at 

least in a research situation (where the potential rewards of 
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dissimulation are not Obvious)--scales constructed by means of 

either strategy are equally ineffective as predietors, as sup

pressors, and as moderators. Clear ly ~ a replieation of the present 

study in a setting where the inventory is administered under some 

potentially biasing conditions (e.g., to job applicants) would 

provide an lmportant addition to our knowledge of the potential 

utility of scales of both types. 

In interpreting the findings from the present investigation. 

it is important to bear in mind that the ! priori expectation of 

finding moderator effects is small, unless one accepts the hypo

thesis thát stylistic scales provide rather clean measures of 
biasing (i.e., error-ridden) response sets or styles. The reeent 

work of Brown , Scott (1966), Lunneborg & Lunneborg (1967a, 1967b), and 

Stilson and Astrup (1966) augment earlier findin~s (e.g., Ward, 

1954; Frederiksen & Melville, 1954; Frederiksen & Gilbert, 1960) 

indieating that configural and interactive relationships (e.g., 

moderator variables) are exceedingly rare, and that the few such 

effecta discovered so far appear to be remarkab1y sample-speeific. 

Mor-eover, the faet tbat the linear regression model serves to re-

produce quite accurately Observations generated by a sizab1e class 

of nenlinear and/or configura! processes has begun to be wide1y 

documented (e.g., Go1dberg, 1968; Hoffman, 1968; Rox-er, 1961; 

Yntema & Torgerson, 1961). Consequent1y" the study of sty1istic. 

scales as potential moderators place s asevere demand en such 
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scales, namely that they measure response sets or styles with con

siderable precision and reliability. Clearly, if the present 

results are to be believed, they do not do so. 

On the other hand, one might argue that stylistic scales should 

be considered perfect candidates for fulfilling the role of suppressor 

variables. Like the description of a classical suppressor, stylis

tic scales are reputed to be (~) highly correlated with ex!sting 

inventory scales (e.g., Jackson, 1960) and (~) virtually uncorrelated 

with the present set of nontest criteria (e.g., Hase & GOldberg, 1967). 

Consequently, the failure of these stylistic scales to function in a 

suppressor role--or when serving such a function to improve predic

tion significantly--might be considered one of the more puzzling 

findings from the present investigation. However, the average corre

lation (absolute values) between each of the stylistic scales and 

the 10 ePI predictor scales used in this study ranged from .07 to 

.36, with a mean correlation around .25. Since the validities of 

the stylistic scales averaged around .10 and the validities of the 

predictor scales averaged around .35, it ls apparent that the stylis

tic scales simply did not correlate hiRhly enough with this set of 

CPI predictors to previde any general suppressor effects. One ex

planation tor these tindings might focus on the possible restriction 

in the range of stylistic scores under standard research conditions. 

In 80y case, however, their usefulness as individual difference 

measures in such settings must remain suspect. 
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~Throughout this paper the terro "moderator variable" is used in 

accordance with the definition given here and in the original papar in 

which the terro was intraduced (Saunders, 1956). The terro has more 

recently been used in a broader sense by soma writers to refer to any 

nonlinear function of two or more variables. The interested reader la 

referred to Ghiselli (1963), Hoffman (1968 j, and Horat (1968) as appro-

priate initial references for study of the problem. 

SThis is an excellent illustration offa (negative) suppreasion 

effect: SD correlates -.O~ with GPA and .59 with Ach, which in turn - -
correlates .33 with GPA. One of the best two-scale sets of GPA pre-

dictora from the ePI includes the rationally-constructed ~ and ~ 

acales, the formar with a positive weight and the latter with a 

neaative weiiht; the cross-validity of these two scales alone is·.~2, 

and, the addition of ~ raises this to .48 
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Endorsement 

Frequency 

:--

High 

Medium 

Low 
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TabIe 1 

Lovell's (1964) Nine Stylistic Scales 

--. 

Unfavorable 

communality Communality Hyper-

communality 
PH7 PH8 PM9 --

I 

- -

Unfavora-

biIity Acquiescence Favorability 

PM4 PM5 PM6 -- -- --

j 

Deviance Deviant Deviant 

communality favorability 
PHI PH2 PM3 --

Low Medium High 

Item Social Desirability Scale Value 
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Table 2 

The Single CPI Scale with the Highest Validity for Predicting 

Each of the 13 Criteria (from Hase & Goldberg [1967]; Table 6) 

Validity Coefficient 

Present 
Best CPI Construction Ft>om Hase Study 

Criterion Predictor StrategI & Goldberg (N=lS2) 

Sociability (SOC) Surgency (fSu) Factor .54 .51 

Dominance (OOM) Dominance (Dom) Rational .41 .44 

Responsibility (RES) Responsibi1ity (~) Rational .42 .41 

How Wel1 Known (~) Sociabi1ity (~) Rationa1 .39 .41 

Dating Frequency (DAT) Need for Play (~) Theoretica1 .41 .40 

Sorority AffiliatiQn (~.> Surgency (~) Factor .39 .39 

Femininity (FEM) Ortbodoxy (~) Factor .32 .36 

Grade Point Average (~.> Achievement (Ach) Rationa1 .28 .33 

Psycho1ogical-mindedness (~) Socialization (~) Empirical .23 .29 

Yielding-Conformity (YLD) Conformity (~) Rationa1 .28 .28 

College Major (~) Orthodoxy (fOr) Factor -.28 -.25 

Achievement (ACH) Extroversion (fEx) Factor -.20 -.19 

College Dropout (~) Socia1ization (~) Empirica1 -.15 -.13 
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Table 3 

Stylistie Seales as Suppressor (or Predictor) Variables: The Cross-validities 

(R) of a Predictor + a Style Scale VS. the Validity of the Predictor Alone 

for Each of 13 Criteria 

Criterion 

SOC DOH RES HWK DAT SOR FEH GPA PSY YLD HAJ ACH CDO Mean 
Predietor - -

A10ne (!.) .51 .44 .41 .41 .40 .39 .36 .33 .29 .28 .25 .19 .13 .34 

Predietor + 
Sty1e Seale 

(average eross-
validity) 

R 
Cm .49 .45 .42 .33 .43 .39 .39 .28 .28 .26 .17 .13 .33 

Gi .55 .45 ,:?) .40 .40 .34 .25 .19 .25 .11 .09 .32 "'~ .39 
'* Wb .51 .44 .33 .39 .40 .39 .36 .19 .24 .19 .15 .04 .31 

'* SD .54 .44 .32 .38 .29 .39 .34 .24 .20 .24 .16 .11 .31 
ir ir 

. 39 :. 34 ') • 24 PMl .51 .44 .40 .39 .41 .38 .25 .24 .16 .07 .32 

ir 
~~-

PM2 .49 .47 .41 .39 .43 .39 '~8").32 .25 .25 .15 .11 .15 .32 -
J ~" R R 

PH3 .49 .43 .43 .39 .40 .36 .37 . 3~ .32 .26 .16 .17 .12 .33 , _. *" ir '1; '* / 1i o.¡¡ 
PM4 ~.~~..J .45 .38 .39 .37 .39 ~;~~j .19 .20 .21 .11 .13 .32 

'* ' .. 
PH5 .50 .47 .41 .40 .45 .39 \.39 .33 .29 .23 .24 .16 .11 .34 

~~?) .36 
....... -~. ,- . ..---0 ./'~ 

PH6 .53 .39 ~40·39 .36 (.34 .27 .23 .23 .11 .14 .33 - '-. '-....-_/ 

'* PM7 .48 .41 .41 .37 .42 .43 .33 .37 .21 .28 .16 .20 -.01 .31 

PM8 .49 .47 .41 .43 .42 .36 .36 .34 .30 .25 .13 .10 .10 .32 

'0.43 '* .. 
PH9 .53 .31 .41 .39 .30 .29 .28 .24 .25 .16 .13 .32 

Mean i .51 .45 .39 .38 .40 .39 .36 .35 .25 .24 .21 .14 .10 

.. 
Stylistic acale funetions as either a positive or a negative suppreS80r in 

botb 8aIIples. SUppreaaor effect8 numeriea11y larger than the sin~1e-8Cale 

corrélátioas (first rO~) are circled. 



Table 4 

Stylistic Scales as Moderator Variables: The Cross-validities 

of a Moderated Regression Equation (Predictor + Style Scale + Cross-product) 

vs. the Cross-validity of the Predictor + Style Scale tor Each of 13 Criteria 

Predictor + 
Style Scale: 

Highest Cross
va1idity 

(from Table 3) 

Moderated Mu1ti
p1e Regression 

(average cross
validity) 

Cm 

~ 

PMl -
PH2 

PH3 -
PM4 -
PH5 

PM6 

PH7 

PH8 

PM9 -
Mean R 

Criterion 

SOC DOM RES HWK DAT SOR FEM GPA PSY YLD MAJ ACH CDO 

.55 .47 .43 .43 .45 .43 .39 .44 .32 .28 .26 .20 .15 

.48 

.52 
e 

* .46 

'* .42 .37 .43 

'1: 
.41 .41 .39 

.38 

.36 

.35 

'" .36 

* * ~ .32 .29 .27 .16 ~-.01 

.36* .25 .23* .25 .11 .06 

.50 .36 .32 .39 .38 .37 .36 .28 .19 .28* .18 .13 .00 

.53 .38 
~·t '1: 

.31.39.28.32.36.44 .24 .22* .15 .14 -.14 

.50 .38 .40 .39 .41 .34 .37 .34 * ~ 6 * .26 .28- .25 .16 .11 
*¡,., 

.50 .46 .41 .36 .42 .39 .35 .31 .21 .25 .14 .14* .15 

,,; 
.13 .48 * .46 .37 .40 .36 .37 .32 .32 .23 .14 .14 .36 

.46 .40 .37 .36 .37 .35 .38 .40 .19 .26* .22* .14* .13 

.47 .46 .38 .41* ~ .39 .39 .35* .28 .28* .22 

.51 .45 .35 .33 .42 .39 .36 .33 .25 .14 .17 

.46 .45* .40 .37 .40 .39 .33 .33 .18 ~ .10 

.15 .11 

.07 ® 

.19 .10* 

.48 .36 .34 .30 .24 .06 .10 -.05 

.53 

e .42* .42 .44* .35 

~ * '* '* .46 ~ .39 .42 .41 .25 .23 .18 .15 .14, .15 .08 

.1+9 .44 .39 .38 .40 .37 .35 .33 .24 .24 .17 .14 .06 

Mean 

.37 

.32 

.32 

.29 

.28 

.32 

.31 

.31 

.31 

.33 

.30 

.31 

.30 

.30 

*value from the moderated regression analysis ls numerical1y larger tban the 

oorresponding value from the two-scale standarclregreaaiGll aD4lys1s (Table S). 

Values greater than tne highest values t=rc. tbe 8tan4ard regreaaiOll aIUllyses 

for eaeh oriterion (flrst row) are circled. 
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TabIe 5 

Analysis of Seven Potential Moderator Effects by 

Trichotomization of Style Scale Scores 

Predictor Moderator Correlation 

(CPI Scale) Criterion (Style Scale) Subgroup a Sample A Sample B 

High .15 .16 
Dom ooM Cm Medium .58 .27 

Low .66 .65 

High .27 .22 

Dom DOM PM8 Medium .57 .42 

Low .65 .56 

High -.08 .37 

!!! RES PM9 Medium .54 .27 

Low .47 .50 

Hi~h .49 .52 

nPl DAT PMS Medium .48 .61 

Low .25 .29 

High .69 .55 

Con YLD PM7 Medium -.12 .07 

Low .08 .23 

High -.28 -.24 

fEx ACH Cm Medium -.40 -.30 

Low .14 .09 

High .12 .00 

So COO PM6 Medium -.07 .02 

Low .30 .39 

a N = 25 for the high and the 10w subgroups, and N = 26 for the medium subgroup. 




